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Abstract 

Prior interpersonal relationships and interactivity between members of professional associations 

may impact the learning process in continuing medical education (CME). On the other hand, 

CME programs that encourage interactivity between participants may impact structures and 

behaviors in these professional associations. With the advent of information and communication 

technologies new communication spaces have emerged that have the potential to enhance 

networking in national and international professional associations and increase the 

effectiveness of CME for health professionals.  

In this paper, social network analysis, based on the application of network theory and other 

theories, is proposed as an approach to better understand the contribution networking and 

interactivity between health professionals in professional communities make to their learning 

and adoption of new practices over time.  

 

Key words 

Continuing medical education, socio-cultural learning, communities of practice, social network 

analysis, Internet. 
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Background 

Studies show differences between generalists and specialists in their participation in CME in 

different settings1,2, including Latin American countries. Specialists in Latin America tend to 

have higher rates of attendance, participate more actively in discussions and feel more 

comfortable sharing personal practice experiences with peers and faculty. Specialists are more 

likely to complete course requirements. 3-7 Author AM and colleagues report that less than 10% 

of the general practitioners and family physicians of the invited audience in the Latin American 

region attended CME courses that were free and designed to meet their practice needs. 3,6 

Similar CME courses for specialist Pediatricians, Cardiologists and Nephrologists attracted in 

general 20 to 30% of invited specialists. Less than 15% of generalists compared with 35 to 45% 

of specialists who participated in online courses completed all course requirements and 

received a diploma. 3,4 In our experience, specialists feel more comfortable presenting their own 

cases at CME events and innovative ways to improve practice frequently emerge from these 

interactive sessions. Similar trends in differences between specialist and generalist participation 

have been observed in national and in International CME programs held in 20 countries in Latin 

America. 3-7 

 

AM and colleagues observed that specialists attending CME courses tend to know each other, 

which leads to the suggestion that differences observed in participation at CME events could be 

partially explained by differences in the networking habits of specialists and generalists. 

Specialists at CME events network more effectively than generalists and build relationships that 

facilitate learning together. Unlike generalists, specialists attending CME courses are often 

members of specialty associations which may in part explain the ease with which they interact 

with each other and with faculty.  
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Impact of interactivity  

The contribution interactions between health professionals make to the learning process is 

reported in the education literature.8-10 Recent reports highlight characteristics of group member 

interactivity that encourage learner engagement and commitment to practice improvement. For 

instance, there is a growing body of evidence that interactivity conducive to learning and 

behavior change occurs, when people who have built up trusting relationships express concern 

or dissatisfaction with their personal practice; 11 and when conversation between professionals 

includes recall of personal stories of events in practice which often result in expressions of a 

collective vision of how practice might be improved.11-13 

 

To date, most studies that assess the impact of interactivity between group members on 

learning and behavior change have used mixed qualitative and quantitative methods. For 

instance Gittell and colleagues use a relational coordination score to assess the frequency, 

timeliness and accuracy of communication between group members, as well as the impact of 

interactivity on their ability to solve problems, share knowledge, build relationships and 

collectively create goals for the group. 14  

 

Few studies have used social network analysis methods (SNA) to explore how networking and 

interactivity between health professionals impact capacity to learn and adopt new practices. 

 

SNA is the use of network theory to analyze social networks. In particular, it has four main 

features: 15 

1. Network analysis focuses on patterns of linkages between elements; 

2. it is grounded in empirical data; 

3. it makes frequent use of mathematical and computational models; and 

4. it is highly graphical. 
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In this paper, a more comprehensive meaning is intended, where other theories are also 

considered (see below). Few studies have used social network analysis methods to explore how 

networking and interactivity between health professionals impact capacity to learn and adopt 

new practices. Gainforth and colleagues used SNA to examine the role of interpersonal 

communication in the adoption of practice innovations among medical staff in a community-

based organization16 Their findings support the contention that interpersonal communication 

between networked health professionals enhances knowledge flow and uptake. Gainforth and 

colleagues, informed from their findings, offer ways in which changes in network structure might 

improve knowledge transfer and uptake among health professionals.16-17 

 

The potential of physician networks  

Physicians recognize the contribution networking with peers makes to their continuing 

professional development. 18,19  We contend that better understanding of the networking 

characteristics of physicians has the potential to assist CME and professional associations to 

better serve physicians. For instance, CME planners could invite networks of physicians with 

similar practices to CME courses customized to meet their practice needs. Also, associations 

focused on creating networks to enhance interactivity among members, could ask questions 

such as: Who are the opinion leaders in the association? Are the right connections between 

members in place? Are any key connections missing? Which members are in the core, and 

which members are in the periphery of the association’s social interactions? 20 This in turn would 

allow professional associations to be more knowledgeable of the network characteristics of 

physician members and establish programs to enhance relationships in needed areas, thereby 

helping members to make better use of CME courses, among other consequences. Conversely, 

CME supported by information technologies and social media could have the potential to impact 

the network structure of professional associations and the behaviors of their members. 4   
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The purpose of this article is first to review characteristics and measurements currently used to 

describe the structure and function of networks of people.  And suggest how research into 

physician networks may be used to make CME and physician communities more effective 

learning environments. 

 

Structure and function of networks 

Professionals with common interests and practices, acting like agents in complex adaptive 

systems, form networks and collectively generate goals for their networks; consciously or 

unconsciously maintain an adequate governance to ensure stability of their networks over time; 

create appropriate linkages with organizations and communities important to the goals; involve 

members from all positions in organizations including frontline people, leaders and peripheral 

members; and, foster interaction between members based on trust and commitment to network 

goals. 21 Chisholm (1996) identifies four functions of effective networks: creating and 

maintaining a vision and goal; serving as a social space for growing solutions for complex 

issues; developing norms and values for members’ professional development; and providing 

opportunities for members to interact with each other and build trusting relationships. 22 

 

Physician associations are a type of such a social network. An example of an international 

physician association where SNA could be beneficial is described in box 1. 

 

Underlying theories 

Increasing connectedness is part of the landscape of the 21st century in so diverse areas as 

international trade, disease epidemics and the flow of information in organizations. And so is the 

theory and methods to analyze it, coming from different disciplines, such as computer science, 

mathematics, sociology, genetics or epidemiology. Theory and tools for analysis come from 
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network theory23, game theory,24 complex adaptive systems theory,25 theory of planned behavior 

and social cognitive theories26 and socially oriented theories of learning such as situated 

learning27 and communities of practice theories.28  No longer can outcomes of teaching and 

learning interventions  be attributed to the sum of the individuals only, but to them and how they 

are connected and their resulting group dynamics, referred to as network structure and 

behavior. In this paper, we will focus on network theory and related tools for analysis, referring 

to other theories when deemed appropriate. 

 

As an introduction to concepts and metrics of social network analysis, a network, also called 

“graph”, is a set of elements called “nodes” connected by ties, also called “links” or “edges”.23,29-

31  A social network is a series of people connected by their varying types of relations 20.  

 

There are at least two types of social network analysis (SNA) tools currently in use for the 

assessment of social networks such as professional associations: tools that assess 

characteristics of connections between members summarized in table 120; and tools that 

describe and assess the quality of communication and relationships between members, 

summarized in table 2.14 

 

The study of aggregate behavior is largely based on game theory, a branch within mathematics 

with wide applications in economics and social sciences that shows how individual behavior 

influences others, when decisions are made simultaneously by a series of individuals (such as 

selecting a highway or a restaurant).24, Cascading effects such as a social contagion may take 

place. In our case, an example would be how networked physicians decide to register on mass 

for a particular CME course and how decisions made by some, for instance to register for a 

CME course, influence others in the network.  
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A network structure can also be displayed graphically. It should be noted that a network is not a 

snapshot, but an evolving structure, that can be modeled mathematically.  

 

Studying networking properties of physician association members  

We contend that social network analysis provides a valid methodology to assess and, where 

appropriate, enhance the network properties of physician associations.20,32  Information could be 

harvested from databases that monitor member interactivity in physician associations and at 

CME courses, and linked with data traditionally collected from course participants, such as 

levels of participation and satisfaction, changes in knowledge, attitudes and skills. An example 

of such a data collection process is summarized in Box 2.  The analysis of the multi-source data 

would enable course evaluation to seek associations between levels of networking and 

interactivity between course participants and the benefits derived from CME events. In addition 

the analysis could provide a quantitative description of network structure and changes over time 

and highlight relationships between network changes and physician participation in CME 

interventions. In parallel, qualitative techniques would help contextualize and interpret the data 

obtained through quantitative methodologies. 

 

A practical application  

We are carrying out research to apply the above-mentioned concepts in a real-world setting. 

There currently is running a hybrid CME two-month course in Uruguay about hypertension 

management, for both cardiologists and general practitioners, belonging to these two distinct 

professional communities. There are over 150 physicians participating in this course. 

Participants were asked before the course started whether they knew each of the other 

participants on a personal basis, following the classical research question in Milgram’s 

experiment.23 A graphical display of their answers is shown in figure 1, and a degree distribution 

of the number of connections of each of the participants is shown in figure 2. As expected, there 
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is an asymmetrical distribution, where some people are hubs. At the end of the course, a 

detailed analysis of course results will be performed individually and for each of the two groups, 

and individual and group connectedness will be a variable to be included in the analysis. 

 

Discussion 

Frontline practitioners form networks as they share practice experiences and build relationships 

with colleagues.8-12 Associations of health professionals and CME providers in universities, for 

instance, recognize networks of practitioners as ideal learning environments for promotion of 

practice improvement.12,13 Increasingly, professional associations create opportunities for 

networked practitioners to meet and share working knowledge and create visions of better 

practice. As Coiera states. “the biggest information repository in most organisations sits in the 

heads of the people who work there, and the largest communication network is the web of 

conversations that binds them. Together, people, tools, and conversations—these form the 

“system.”” 33  We contend the mission of today’s professional associations, acting as knowledge 

networks, should be to create and maintain networks of knowledgeable health professionals and 

assist members to form sub-networks of practitioners with similar practices, join in on their 

conversations and create new knowledge with the potential to enrich and improve their practice.  

 

Reports suggest that educational activities of networked practitioners may be enhanced by a 

better understanding of the structure and function of networks.  For instance, practitioners who 

build trusting relations and interact with each other are more likely to adopt new practices 

compared with those who work in relative isolation.16 Professional associations can provide 

skilled educators or partner with CME educators to foster emergent learning and practice 

change from conversations about personal practice between members.12 Spontaneous 

connections between physicians tend to emerge slowly and network managers referred to by 

Krebs & Holley (2004) as network weavers should be recruited to actively build networks.20 
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Network weavers help members, for instance physicians, to make connections with others with 

similar practice profiles and start conversations about practice.20 

 

Professional associations that function as knowledge networks may take advantage of new 

methods of facilitating learning by partnering with providers of CME with this expertise. For 

instance, CME educators skilled in facilitating structured dialogue may assist networked 

practitioners to use innovative techniques of conversation, including narrative-based and sense-

making dialogue, to enhance learning and affordances for practice improvements that emerge 

from conversations between members.12,34 

 

Not surprisingly, designers of CME programs, cognizant of the contribution that interactivity 

between networked practitioners makes to their learning and ability to improve practice, may tap 

into the knowledge professional associations have of their physician networks to target 

practitioners who have similar practices and similar educational needs. Accurate knowledge of 

connectedness of physician participants at CME programs enables meaningful evaluation of 

learning outcomes. For instance, poor outcomes and absence of learning found in a group of 

physicians evaluated after a CME course may be partially explained by their lack of 

connectedness. Similarly, CME programs that result in learning and behavior change may be 

explained by network analysis data and relational scores that describe close connections 

between program participants and high quality communication habits when back at work.  

 

But changing the habits of professionals used to being lectured to is not easy. Guan et al 

studying social interaction in peer discussions in online CME courses found low participation in 

social activity which they attributed to lack of time and inadequate social bonding.35 As 

mentioned above, facilitators needed training in facilitation skills.34 On-going conversations 

between networked practitioners outside of formal courses may foster more social interaction 
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and better course participation.12 

 

Evaluation is an important element for course design of the next editions of the same and 

similar courses;36 that is why it could be important to include a set of variables, such as network 

properties, that may be accounting for a significant part of the results of CME courses. Further 

research is needed to demonstrate and quantify a relationship, including causality. 

 

These concepts particularly apply to international professional associations and online CME, 

where there is a great space for improvement regarding the integration of sub-networks (country 

and regional professional societies, for example).4, 37 

 

Conclusions 

We are currently living in an era when technology is allowing for disruptive innovations, both in 

CME 38,39 and in clinical practice. 40 One of the main impacts of technology is related to the way 

people interact with one another over spatial coordinates41 and over time, in relation to their 

learning and to their clinical practice. Therefore, it seems reasonable to introduce formal and 

sequential measurements of connectedness both in qualitative and quantitative terms, as it is 

changing dramatically and could be a variable accounting for CME results. 

 

Lessons for practice 

Social network analysis probably is a dimension that should be utilized in analyzing CME, since 

it seems to affect the results of CME interventions. 
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Figure 1. Graphical display of personal connections among participants of a CME cardiology 

course. Directed graph. Hubs are highlighted: Darker in gray-scale print version. Note: In the 

online publication, blue nodes are the “most popular” ones (highest number of incoming links); 

red nodes are the ones who report knowing most people.   

See explanation in the text.  

Graph produced with Gephi 8.2 software. 

 

 

Figure 2: Degree distribution of links among participants in the previous course (undirected 

graph). Note the asymmetrical distribution, where a few participants have a large number of 

connections.  

Graph produced with Gephi 8.2 software. 
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Box 1. 

Example of international physician association: Latin American Society for Nephrology 

and Hypertension (SLANH) 

SLANH acts both as a professional society for its members and a federation of national Latin 

American Societies of  Nephrologists. There are about 9000 nephrologists in Latin America, one 

third in Brazil (where Portuguese is spoken) and two thirds in the Spanish-speaking countries. 

At the beginning of 2013, there were about 900 SLANH direct members, but most of the 

remainder nephrologists were related to SLANH through their 22 national associations. At the 

same time, SLANH has been allied in different initiatives with the American Association of 

Nephrology and the International Society of Nephrology, among others. Among other activities, 

SLANH has a scientific publication and hosts a Latin American Congress every two years with 

approximately 1300 attendees. In the second half of 2013, SLANH initiated regional online CME 

programs and courses with the goal of fostering networking and practice-based learning 

between Nephrologists in Latin America.  After such a program, direct membership to SLANH 

increased by about 50% (from 900 to 1350, approximately).  

 

Sources: Web page, reference 4, and personal communication. 

 

Box 2 

Steps in a typical social network analysis of a physician association  

1) Gather general information about the networking properties of members of the 

association by interviewing key informants, to determine questions for a structured 

interview with a select sample of the membership. 

2) Obtain information on networking habits and current interactivity from a select sample of 

physician members. 
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3) Gather information about the links among the individuals. 

a.  If this information is automatically available, use it for analytical purposes after 

requesting permission when necessary: for example, exchanges of emails in 

discussion lists or links in an association’s social platform, or bibliometric data 

from congress publications and their authors.  

b. If not readily available, ask this information at the beginning of a CME course: 

For example, basic information would be obtained from the question: Who do you 

know personally or exchange information about practice out of this list of 

attendees? 

c. Through surveys, with content similar to RCRC’s Relational Scoring System 

(Ref), obtain frequency, timeliness and accuracy of communication between 

group members, as well as the impact of interactivity on their ability to solve 

problems, share knowledge, build relationships and collectively create goals for 

the group.   

4) Perform a network analysis. 

5) Graph results. 

6) Analyze results in conjunction with other traditional variables used to analyze course 

results. 

7) Hypothesize or provide alternate explanations on relationships observed between 

measures of quality of interactivity between physician learners at CME events and 

participant ability to demonstrate deep learning and adoption of new practices. 
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Table 1: Elements used in social networks analysis to monitor connections between 

members of a network  

 

Number and intrinsic properties of nodes. For example, members of a professional association 

may have 1000 members who belong to many professions, regions or countries, having certain 

patterns of attendance and interactivity at conferences and so on. 

 

Degree and degree distribution. Each node may be related to other nodes (members) of the 

network by links, establishing some kind of relationship, such as personal knowledge of each 

other’s practices or recent exchange of emails about clinical matters. Most social networks have 

opinion leaders (hubs, in network terms), with a disproportionate number of links to the rest of 

the members, which can be quantitatively measured by the degree distribution. 

 

Attributes of the links. Links may be categorized in many ways, such as ranking, weight (e.g., 

how many emails they have exchanged in the last year) or other properties. 

 

Directed or undirected networks. (e.g., to whom messages were sent, who-follows-who on 

twitter or who-knows-who in a community). 

 

Density: refers to the proportion of connections (links) relative to the total links possible. 

 

Average path length: it is the average of distances between all pairs of nodes in the network, 

i.e., how many links someone needs to go through, in average, in order to reach any other 

person in the network. 
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Table 2: Items that assess the quality of relationships and communication between 

networked professionals 

 

Assessment of frequency, timeliness and accuracy of  communication between named 

individuals  and the ability to this communication to solve problems, share goals and 

build mutual respect . ( taken from Gittell’s Relational Coordination Scoring System).9 

 

Assessment of trust, mindfulness, heedfulness, respectful interaction, diversity, social 

and task relatedness, practice reflection and sense-making learning in conversations 

(taken from relationship characteristics reported by Lanham et al, 2009) 23 
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